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The Specphan™ phantom reliably performs routine quality
assurance tests, as well as extensive acceptance tests of
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and
coincidence detection systems. The Specphan™ also offers
flexible research capability.
The Phantom Laboratory and physicists Steve Dyer, M.H.S.
and David Goodenough, Ph.D. have worked together to
develop the Specphan™ phantom.
The Specphan™ phantom allows the following measurements
and tests:
• pixel size
• spatial linearity
• RMS noise
• signal to noise ratio (SNR)
• slice width
• uniformity
• spatial resolution
• point spread function
• slice position verification
• slice incrementation
• accuracy
• center of rotation
• verification
• volume sensitivity
• low contrast sensitivity
The Specphan™ phantom housing and inserts are manufactured from acrylic and polycarbonate components, and the
case mount is constructed from maple.
Key features include mounting and set-up that allow the
Specphan™ phantom itself to be scanned off the table in the
air, eliminating the table attenuation issue and enabling
the user to position the detector(s) as close to the phantom
as needed. This mount design simplifies and speeds the
acquisition set-up time and increases the reproducibility
of the QC measurements.
The mounting procedure is simple. The Specphan™ phantom
case is placed on the patient table and is secured by wrapping
the case’s velcro strap around the table.
An extension piece is fitted onto the case and the phantom
is then affixed to this extension thus suspending it in air
between the detector(s). The phantom is quickly leveled by
turning an adjustment knob on the extension piece.

The design of the Specphan™ phantom was developed in
response to a number of performance standard groups’
test proposals, including:
(1) the American Association of Physicists in Medicine
(AAPM) “Quantitation of SPECT performance: Report of
Task Group 4, Nuclear Medicine Committee”
(2) the National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA) “Nuclear Medicine Section Recommendations for
implementing SPECT instrumentation quality control.
The Specphan™ phantom contains four main imaging
sections and inserts described in the following pages:
• Slice Width, Pixel Size and High
• Resolution Section
• Point Source Insert
• Image Uniformity and Noise Section
• Low Contrast Inserts

Slice Width, Pixel Size
and High Resolution Section
Slice width is a reconstruction parameter that defines
the thickness or the number of slices that are summed to
generate a reconstructed image. Methodology for this measurement resembles that for CT, whereby the full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of the background corrected, angled
ramp profile is computed for each ramp using linear interpolation. In the Specphan™, a channel 20 mm x 10 mm thick at
23• is used as a hot target, providing a magnification factor
of 2.3 times for slice width measurement. A trigonometric
conversion is then performed, based on the known angle of
the ramps, to yield the slice width in millimeters. This measurement indicates the extent of volume averaging, and can
be used to optimize the slice widths used for specific clinical
acquisition and processing protocol. Since these ramps are
always used in opposing pairs, a phantom offset (z-axis) can
also be used to evaluate scan localizer’s accuracy or external
patient alignment systems.
This pixel test section is used to verify the image pixel size
and evaluate the degree of non-linearity or geometric distortion. To validate the pixel size, the phantom uses four hot
calibration holes that are 5mm in diameter and separated by
120mm (169mm apart in the orthogonal direction). Based on
the known physical locations of these holes, the pixel dimensions can be calculated for the x and y axes.
This slice width/pixel size section contains ‘hot’ and ‘cold’
resolution gauges (2mm, 4mm, 6mm, and 8mm) for visual
evaluation of spatial resolution. The correspondence to
square wave pattern is 2.5 lp/cm, 1.25 lp/cm, 0.83 lp/cm
and 0.625 lp/cm respectively.
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Point Source Insert (Point Spread Function)
This section provides options to incorporate a point source,
which is mounted on the fill plug positioned at the center
or at radial plug locations. This source contains a well
(3mm diameter x 5mm length) that can be mounted outside
or inside the Specphan™ housing. Spatial resolution is
measured by calculating the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM), or full-width tenth-maximum (FWTM) measurements of the point spread
function (PSF) along the vertical and horizontal axes in the
axial plane.
When positioned in the radial fill port, the point source
holder can be used to calibrate the center of rotation when
the point source data is evaluated in the x-axis. Similarly,
detector tilt can be determined when the point source data
is evaluated in the horizontal axis of the sagittal plane or
the vertical axis of the coronal plane.

Point source chamber

Image Uniformity and Noise Section
This section, approximately 14cm in length and 20cm in
diameter, can be used to evaluate the image parameters
for noise (percentage of root mean square), artifacts,
image uniformity, and slice and volume sensitivity.

20 cm

Low Contrast Inserts
Three low contrast inserts are threaded into the end of
the Specphan housing. The three inserts can be placed in
a radial pattern 63.5mm off the center axis or one can be
placed in the phantom’s central axis. The inserts are comprised of three sections, 10, 15 and 20mm in diameter and
40mm long. The inserts are filled through a port at the
threaded end. The inserts can be used to simulate ‘hot’
or ‘cold’ lesions.

Mounting threads
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The Catphan® Phantom used to evaluate CT scanner
image quality

Please contact The Phantom Laboratory if you have any
questions about the Specphan™ Phantom, or if you would
like a price quote or delivery schedule.
phone
800-525-1190, or 518-692-1190

The RANDO® Phantom used for radiotherapy treatment
planning

The RSVP™ Phantom used for radiosurgery position and
dose verification

Sectional phantoms made with natural bone, used for
technologist training

The Phantom Patient™, a full-body phantom, made with
natural bone, for positioning and imaging training

The Magphan® Phantom used for comprehensive performance evaluations of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scanners
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